Recently Kleides et al [IJMPA 11, 1697[IJMPA 11, (2008 
) 1 4 indicates the presence of a slow dynamo in the universe. More recently Hasseein [Phys Plasmas (2009) 
I Introduction
Importance of the investigation of magnetic dynamos in the GR universe, has earlier been stressed by Zeldovich, Ruzmaikin and Sokoloff [1] . More recently, Christensson and Hindmarsh [2] [5] in the case of dynamo plasmas [6] . The magnetic field growth rate is computed in terms of eigenvalues spectrum of the dynamo operator. In the two and three-dimensions, compact Riemannian manifolds, the fast dynamo action has been obtained by Chicone et al [7] in diffusive media. This has been done, following previous work by Arnold et al [8] [9] . An account of GR cosmological dynamos, is contained in Widrow [10] 
II Slow dynamos in Einstein static model
The CM MHD-GR induction equations [11] splitted into (3+1)-spacetimes can be recasted in the form used by dynamo theorists
where ∆ = ∇ 2 is the Laplacian, and
where in equation (II.1) [12] or Bianchi type-IX universe [13] . one shall not reproduce here the long formula for Γ(a, Θ, σ, ω, E) and in Einstein static universe in diffusive media it vanishes, since acceleration and Ehlers-Sachs optical parameters vanish and the electric field is here assumed to vanish as well, which is a reasonable assumption for most dynamo models [1] .
Since in the Einstein universe the Ricci tensor is given by the constant Riemann curvature contraction, called also Einstein manifold [14]
which Einstein latter recognised, as the cosmological constant, one may simplify the above
CM MHD-GR dynamo equation as
This equation can be further simplified, by assuming that
and that the cosmic flow is a Beltrami flow, where
which upon substitution into the above equation yields 
Substitution of this last expression and the Ricci equation in Einstein manifold yields
Since the slow dynamo is given mathematically by the following limit 
where the differential basis one-form components χ i are given by
and
In terms of the orthogonal tetrad frame, ω (i) the pseudo-Riemannian metric maybe written as
where
In terms of this "dreibein", b i j the pseudo-Riemannian metric can be written as
The Bianchi type-IX cosmological models may expand or contract and have rotation according to the Ehlers-Sachs parameters, whose the only one that is missing here is the shear. Note that with the help of geodesic equation it is easy to obtain the values for Θ
and rotation tensor of components ω ik as
where v α is the four-spacetime velocity of the cosmic flow and
where 
Since the Einstein universe is static the following simplifications arise: All unperturbed quantities, but the magnetic seed field B 0 , vanishes. Substitution of these results into the 
CM dynamo GR-MHD induction equation, yieldṡ
The stretching term is given by
The other term is given by
These two terms cancell in equation results into the CM dynamo GR-MHD induction equation, yieldsḂ
one obtains the equationḂ
which upon integration and Schwarz lemma reads [17] . has actually found slower magnetic field growth as B ≈ t 
V Dynamo action in expanding universes
Based on their MHD dynamo equation, Clarkson and Marklund [11] 
In the case of Beltrami flows, equations (II.9) and (II.10) yieldṡ
By assuming the diffusion is small and O(ǫ 2 ) → 0, one is able to obtain the constraints to helicity spectrum in order to obtain the dynamo action without necessarily to have collapse or Θ ≤ 0. Here the relation
between the Ricci tensor, and energy density ǫ, and the cosmological constant Λ is used. 
This second order algebraic equation in the universe expansion Θ yields the real helicity spectrum as
which yields the following constraints for real spectrum 
